OOM Meeting Notes - 2018-05-16
Notes
JIRA board - https://jira.onap.org/secure/RapidBoard.jspa?rapidView=41&view=detail&selectedIssue=OOM-859
filters https://jira.onap.org/browse/OOM-1086?filter=11037
From Roger Maitland to Everyone: (10:08)
https://jira.onap.org/browse/OOM-1012?filter=11012
From Roger Maitland to Everyone: (10:14)
https://jira.onap.org/browse/OOM-822?filter=11011
Documentation review https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/c/47175/
RC2

Discussion
ONLU critical fixes as we reach RC2
Integration daily meeting at 1100 EDT GMT-5 - address anything from the team (Brian Freeman)
Michel Ptacek Q) on using latest docker images - see manifest and LF CI work -

CIMAN-132 - Docker Standard Tag Format

DONE

-

subtasks off
LOG-300 - CD: OOM framework for continuous E2E deploy validation of tagged commit/merge trigger docker snapshots

CLOSED

-

Michel Ptacek Q) deployment on Redhat - can test using kubeadm instead of rancher (but rancher is the RI - hence Ubuntu 16 is the standard)
openshift on centos working except the expected failures being fixed
NFS question - required for now until the POC on PV work is in to swap out storage clusters
EFS/NFS for AWS supported outside the charts for now for example Q) NFS required only for pod relocations now - but need to verify - looks like it will be pod specific (ie: pod containers across multiple
VMs)
OOM heatbridge fix in - was last bug in the highest priority filter
Mandeep Khinda q on helm 2.9 - to test https://git.onap.org/oom/tree/kubernetes/onap/Chart.yaml - but 2.8.2 is the official version matching k8s
1.8.10 right now. - oom-1075
Mandeep Khinda cutting a branch?
Mandeep Khinda patch for dynamic PV storage (swap out storage classes) - push to Casablanca? (touches every claim - too risky - push out) OOM-787
dcae - Michal Ptacek - issues purging DCAE - as this is secondary orchestration - makes sense a cleanup only works manually - bug/feature for
cloudify work here
TODO: Michael O'Brien (Amdocs 1705-1905) Reach out to Lusheng if they are addressing the clean up themselves - if not we will raise
a defect
bug review
1086 - in review
1085 - in draft review (appc changes)
1070 - mike o to take 1070
1044 - mike o to look at warning - move to casablanca
1019 - working doc change
1015 - champ move to aai board (reopened yesterday) - Mike E to move
970 - mysql password for sdnc - - TODO: check with James MacNider
968 - dup to 1044
925 - close cassandra bug
926 - mandeep to look into /dockerdata-nfs default
927 - mike E next week on production deployment
905 - nsPrefix - Priyanka has it - should be done (3 components of 6)
887 - sdnc schema - mandeep has patch
876 - containers ignore repo setting - sync with Shane -TODO: Mike Elliott to take on
875 - robot logs - mandeep looking at
794 - close
1031 - config changes consul - merged
833 - licensing - finishing for next week
793 - to roger for doc - could move out if not part of 822 docs
763 - optimize config - move out
677 - source license headers - assigned

